
  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It has been a very busy and exciting term in Year 3! We have been very busy 

reading our class novel Charlie and the Chocolate Factory. 

We have used figurative and expressive language to create a new horrid child to 

visit Willy Wonka in his Factory. We have made Wanted Posters and even tasted 

delicious Chocolate delights and described the scrumdiddlyumptious flavours 

that washed around inside our mouths! 

 

 

 

 

The children have composed their 

own version of The Magic Box poem 

by Kit Wright and then designed and 

made their own Magic Boxes in 

which to store things. They have 

produced excellent pieces of writing 

over the term. 



In Science we have learnt about Animals, including Humans. The children have 

identified that animals, including humans, need the right types and amount of 

nutrition, and that they cannot make their own food; they get nutrition from 

what they eat. Class 3 identify that humans and some other animals have 

skeletons and muscles for support, protection and movement. We enjoyed our 

visit from Sainsbury’s who provided us with a fantastic range of fruit and bread 

for us to taste in order to reinforce our work on healthy eating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In History we have studied life in 

the Stone Age and how it was a time 

in History where early humans made 

tools and weapons out of stone. They 

learnt that this period of History is 

divided into three periods.  

 

 

 

The children particularly enjoyed 

following a Stone Age Recipe where 

they made Stewed Fruit and most 

thought that this was delicious! 

 



 

Christmas was very enjoyable here at St. Joseph’s school. The children 

prepared well for their big role in the Christmas Concert when they re-enacted 

the Nativity Scene. All children participated enthusiastically in front of a 

packed congregation. Class3 were privileged to perform once again alongside the 

choir in a Christmas Eve Mass at St. Joseph’s Church. 

 

 

After all their hard work and duties in and around school they were able to 

enjoy the Christmas parties and discos. We even enjoyed a shared Christmas 

dinner with all our friends in school and managed to squeeze in some time to 

make melted Snowmen biscuits which we enjoyed eating ourselves!  

 


